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A mother with a background in sales and advertising. A pediatric-nurse-turned-communications guru. A 
financier with a penchant for philanthropy. What do they have in common? They’re leading progress 
toward curing deadly diseases. 
 
At the Harvard Business School Kraft Precision Medicine Accelerator, our mission is to identify ways to 
accelerate cures. Over the past four years, we’ve studied cure-seeking organizations and identified that 
a group’s success hinges on three critical success factors: the development of a comprehensive strategy, 
the establishment of the right leader and leadership team as well as the deployment of a sustainable 
funding model.   
 
In our previous piece, “How to Strategize Your Way to A Cure,” we talked strategy, articulating the 
challenges that cure-seeking organizations face and how to build a plan to beat those obstacles. But to 
bring your strategy from ideation into reality, you need the right leader (or leadership team) who can 
execute and drive results.  
 
Across the entire nonprofit sector, more than 80 percent of organizations struggle with leadership and 
management. Leading an organization toward breakthroughs – and eventually, cures – is even more 
difficult. Often, cure-seeking organizations are founded by the people with the most pressing needs for 
progress: patients and their loved ones. But while passion and a sense of urgency are important, leaders 
must understand the complex health care system and have strong business acumen in order to 
accelerate progress. They must also be able to work within an ecosystem that is vast and growing – one 
that includes clinicians, researchers, payers, data scientists, technologists, patient advocates and more. 
 
That’s a lot to ask of one person, or even a small team and it’s why so many organizations struggle with 
having the right leadership. By observing a broad array of leaders, we’ve identified three key consistent 
approaches that successful leaders follow that allow them to accelerate cures.  
 

1. Live the strategy: Leaders must constantly communicate, prioritize and resource the strategy. 
Communication begins within the organization itself, meaning that the leader must ensure that 
the entire team understands what the strategic goals are and the timelines for deliverables.  
 
But it’s also crucial for an organization to have a leader who is communicating externally as well 
– whether it be through meetings, speaking engagements, public relations or social media. 
Conferences such as the J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference and the Milken 
Institute/FasterCures’ Future of Health Summit convene many of the most successful 
organizations in one place, which provides a platform for leaders to network, share their 
missions and lay the groundwork for future partnerships and investments.   
 
Living the strategy also means prioritizing key initiatives. After all, not every strategic goal can be 
accomplished simultaneously – leaders must determine which programs require immediate 
focus, keep their team concentrated on such goals. Effectively resourcing a program requires 
proper funding, the right allocation of an internal team’s time and attention and the right 
external partners.  

 

https://www.cureduchenne.org/team/debra-miller/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lynn-o-connor-vos/
https://www.pcf.org/bio/mike-milken/
https://www.gsb.stanford.edu/sites/gsb/files/publication-pdf/survey-leadership-management-nonprofit-sector-2017.pdf


2. Surround yourself with experts: Leading a cure-seeking organization requires a range of 
knowledge and experience, which is why the most successful CEOs must build a leadership team 
of experts with diverse skill sets and backgrounds. But hiring the right talent is especially 
challenging for revenue-constrained cure-seeking organizations. As such, leaders must find 
creative, sustainable ways to engage the experts their organizations need.  

 
Some of the most successful leaders we observed place an emphasis on the appointment of 
well-designed Advisory Boards, for instance. These boards naturally consist of medical and 
scientific experts, but also include business leaders and technologists who can advise on a 
broader array of issues. People will be motivated to join such boards when they are well run and 
attended by like-minded individuals. In addition, it is critical to identify potential nominees for 
the Board of Directors that will continually challenge the organization. Of course, outsourcing 
projects to partners or hiring a consultant are also flexible, affordable alternatives to a full-time 
hire.  

 
3. Stay current and connected: Leaders must constantly be attuned to the entire cure-seeking 

ecosystem and landscape. With science and technology evolving at an increasingly rapid pace, 
so too are new opportunities for innovations and breakthroughs. Many of these innovations 
happen outside of your immediate disease space, and leaders who have a broad view of the 
landscape will spot opportunities earlier.   
 
For example, recent advancements in gene therapy are showing enormous potential to change 
the way we treat diseases such as Duchenne muscular dystrophy, cystic fibrosis, Huntington’s 
and more. To be an early-mover, a leader must stay abreast of such advancements by constantly 
engaging with the other organizations – including academic medical centers, pharma 
companies, technology startups and for-profits. This will help a leader assess the potential 
benefits and risks surrounding such innovations and determine if and when to invest their 
organization’s resources toward supporting it.  

 
Of course, there is no such thing as an infallible leader. But these three approaches lay a solid 
foundation for a leader to spark momentum around their organization’s efforts while simultaneously 
creating a reputation that will continuously attract potential partners and talent to their cure-seeking 
movement. But to find cures, organizations simply must be sustainable for the long haul. To do this, 
leaders have to juggle a myriad of factors – from donors, to deal structures, to staffing and beyond. But, 
most importantly, they must answer a critical question: how will you design a funding model to fuel 
continuous progress?   

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2020/01/200127134851.htm
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1569199319309920
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s40263-019-00695-3

